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Yeah I'm trying to get along
Looking for a good time again
I've been rocking more than hard
I dont care about living to win
Looking all around Tennessee and looking in Kentucky 
too
I'm a rocking rolling rebel
Just doing what I like to do
I am rocking rebel taking what I can just trying to get 
by
I am a rocking rebel looking for another southernly 
life
Drifting through the night time, day time then let me 
down
Doing what I can to burn down the night and take the 
town

I've been far down than busted and lost it one time or 
two
And I know how to make the best when you got nothing
to 
lose
Working hard living strong and doing what the hell we 
can
We just trying to have some fun living in our Southern 
land
Yeah, we're doing what we can just trying to make an 
extra dime
Our eyes are wide open while you're trying to take our 
guns and our rights
We've been on the outside and know how to fight like 
men
We are living by the laws of the outlaw convention

Living hard and sometimes we get thrown out
Keep on keeping on, you know we can always do
without
They say there's gonna be hell to play you know its 
true
We will do standing there ready to fight up [?]
Living strong, running hard, doing time is what we're 
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about
Doing time running hard being loud being from the
south
Raising hell and having fun, living by the gun we're 
all about the outlaw convention
Raising hell and having fun, living on the run we're 
all about the outlaw convention
Raising hell and having fun, living by the gun we're 
all about the outlaw convention
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